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Abstract
We present a virtual environment application that has been developed for conceptual design in architecture and
seeks to emulate aspects of a typical designer’s work area. The environment provides a means of creating and
manipulating basic geometry using a kiosk toolbox. More importantly, the environment provides simple means
for using imagery and videos developed outside of the environment for use within the environment for both infor-
mation and design. A DesignStation is provided within the environment to create a work area for the designer,
concentrating imagery and information associated with the design as well as an area for reflecting upon, present-
ing and critiquing the design process. A unique aspect of the environment is the ability to work in more than one
scale simultaneously.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Interactive Techniques
Keywords: Virtual Environments, Architectural Design, Conceptual Design.

1. Introduction

Computer Aided Design has been of great benefit in all areas
of design, but has had limited acceptance in the area of con-
ceptual design in architecture. There are several reasons for
this reservation, among them: the limited viewing angle and
resolution of a typical workstation screen tends to objectify
the space being designed, leading to a tendency to concen-
trate on external form rather than inhabitable space; the de-
sign of the space can be negatively influenced by the shape
of the screen and by its strong horizontal and vertical edges;
CAD applications tend to be optimized for the creation and
manipulation of geometry rather than spatial creation and the
manipulation of imagery; and, at a time when the designer is
performing a highly integrative act creating a physical pres-
ence, the objects being created are sensed only in a limited
visual manner and from a static viewing position.

Many of these problems can potentially be overcome
with an immersive virtual design environment. Care must
be taken, however, so that the designer isn’t just placed "on
the other side of the screen" in an environment that, though
it may be suitable for creating geometry, doesn’t otherwise
support the design process.
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This paper describes an implementation of a virtual envi-
ronment for conceptual architectural design that, in addition
to providing an interactive environment for creating and ma-
nipulating geometry, attempts to adapt and enhance elements
from traditional design environments that are rich in imagery
and information. The objective is to create a place ("Design-
Station") within the virtual design environment that the de-
signer can productively "inhabit" and refer to while manip-
ulating both imagery and geometry during a design process.
The intention is to support a process of design that includes
both creation and evaluation, or "critiquing", and to ensure
that this environment interfaces in an easy and uncompli-
cated way with the world "outside" so that results from as-
pects of design that may be best handled outside can flow
easily into and out of the virtual environment. An additional
goal of this environment is to support the design process at
any scale and at multiple scales simultaneously.

Research on the virtual environment for conceptual design
project is being conducted through the auspices of the Dig-
ital Design Consortium at the University of Minnesota. The
Digital Design Consortium was founded to explore the ap-
plication of digital tools to design and involves faculty from
the Departments of Architecture and Computer Science.
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2. Previous Work

Architectural design has long been a driving application
for immersive virtual environments, and many immer-
sive modeling systems have been developed and tested
8; 11; 18; 19; 14; 12; 13; 15; 20; 4. Similarly, the problem of determin-
ing how to best harness the potential of digital tools to facili-
tate the earliest stages of the conceptual design process is an
important topic that has received considerable attention over
the years from researchers in both Architecture and Com-
puter Science 9; 5; 7; 6; 16; 17; 10; 21; 23; 22.

Considerable advances have been made in screen-based
CAD and architectural design programs, such as AutoCAD,
Architectural Studio, UpFront1, SketchUp24, and other com-
mercial products. However commercial software developers
have as of yet paid little attention to the prospect of immer-
sive virtual environments for design.

3. Background: Physical Environment

Our virtual environment application runs on a Dell 650
workstation and is written in Visual C++ with OpenGL. We
have examined a number of alternatives for a head-mounted
display and are currently expecting to purchase a SEOS
HMD 120/40. The environment is implemented using a Hi-
Ball 3000 optical tracker with a 24’ by 24’ trackable area,
which is large enough so that there can be significant physi-
cal movement within the space being created.

Figure 1: An image of our lab, showing a portion of the
tracked area.

In addition to working with an HMD, our system also

runs in single screen mono, single screen stereo and dual-
projector stereo environments, where we use standard gam-
ing key and mouse conventions for controlling movement
and viewing. This allows designers the option to set up el-
ements of their design environment using traditional equip-
ment as an alternative to working exclusively in the virtual
environment. In planned studies, the screen environments
will be used to compare design process methods of work-
ing between the traditional desktop and immersive virtual
environment conditions.

4. The Geometry Tools and Toolbox

Since we intend to test and continue development of the en-
vironment in actual use with a large number of designers
posessing different skill levels, a primary goal has been to
provide tools that are very quick to learn, easy to use, and
forgiving of mistakes.

The current environment supports simple creation, manip-
ulation, copying and deletion of rectangular solids and cylin-
ders in the manner of many 3D CAD modelers. There is au-
tomatic "working" surface detection so objects can be eas-
ily created and moved relative to existing objects. Objects
drawn "into" other objects create depressions or holes by
Boolean subtraction. Boolean union, subtraction and join-
ing are supported. Objects that are created on, or moved
into contact with, other objects are automatically linked to
that other object in a parent/child relationship so that mov-
ing/duplicating takes place in an expected manner without
requiring preselection. Optional grids with grid snapping
and object snapping are provided for greater precision when
necessary. There is unlimited undo. Model and library trans-
lation to and from DXF is provided.

Figure 2: The geometry tools kiosk, and some simple objects
created with our modeler.

Use and creation of image mapped library objects is sup-
ported. The present library contains objects typical of those
contained with many CAD applications. Our intention is to
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extend the use of library objects in preference to creating a
more extensive toolbox for geometry creation.

Figure 3: The kiosk with texture selection wheel displayed.

The traditional menu-based toolbox has been replaced
with a movable kiosk in order to support natural function-
ality within a fully immersive paradigm as well as to pro-
vide a familiar object within the design space that can help
with orientation and sense of scale. The toolbox has an op-
tional "puppy" mode in which it follows the "owner" around,
trying to stay in a useful position nearby while not get-
ting in the way. The toolbox also serves as a base for the
image/video/library object/environment selection drum dis-
cussed later.

Several "skins" are being developed for the kiosk to allow
for researching the nature of the kiosk interface.

We are presently implementing optional toolbox voice
commands through 3rd party software.

Figure 4: A typical design environment for architecture con-
tains structures such as tables and boards that enable one to
surround oneself with images.

5. Image Environment

A designer typically requires access to a variety of im-
agery such as previously drawn sketches, diagrams, notes,
tables, site plans, site and other informational photographs
and videos, printed specifications, requirements and mea-
surements. Additionally a designer usually keeps sketches
of a number of possible design options and a visual record
of the design process.

The DesignStation virtual design environment provides a
rich environment for images, both still and moving, as well
as 3D geometry. Pictures, textures and videos intended for
use within the virtual environment are dropped into a folder.
They can then be accessed within the virtual environment by
selecting them from a rotating drum on the toolbox kiosk.

Figure 5: Video sequence selection with the kisok, and an
example of a video clip a that might be chosen for inclusion
in a design environment.

Images and videos can be placed on any surface, moved,
duplicated and scaled. Images and videos can also be placed
as standalone objects anywhere within the environment.
Transparency and optional billboarding are supported.

Images/videos can serve many purposes within the design
environment:

1) to provide detailed information and reference within
the DesignStation;

2) to establish a larger contextual environment;

3) to represent real objects, such as people, for scale and
indication of activity;

4) as a substitute for geometric objects;

5) for surface representations such as plans and facades;

6) for use as DesignStation "skins"; and

7) for symbolic representation of intention, where the
symbolic ideas that can be expressed in a graphic are more
appropriate for conceptual design than a geometric object.
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6. DesignStation/Presentation Area/Critique Space

The virtual design environment provides for the creation of a
designer’s work area (DesignStation) that serves to concen-
trate documents, sketches, plans, videos and other images
related to the design and brought into the virtual design envi-
ronment through the drop folder and kiosk drum previously
described. Images and videos can be moved within or be-
tween surfaces, rescaled and overlapped within the surfaces
of the DesignStation. The materials in the DesignStation can
be also be moved/copied onto objects in the design. For ex-
ample, alternative designs for a facade can be selected and
applied from a collection of sketches in the DesignStation.

The work area, minimally composed of one or more short
walls or display boards, created by the designer and typically
provided through a library object, can be moved to any loca-
tion, and easily changed to a different configuration. One of
our research goals is to determine what types of DesignSta-
tion configurations are most useful for various design tasks.
We anticipate the development and use of multiple worksta-
tion "skins" as well as a variety of complete configurations
that support specific different activities of design. The entire
state of the virtual design environment, including all aspects
of the DesignStation and displayed imagery can be saved
and reused.

A further consideration regarding the DesignStation is
that the designing space should itself be "habitable". It needs
to be capable of providing the physical support for engaging
the designer in a sustained effort that includes reflection and
analysis as well as creation.

Many of our anticipated DesignStation configurations
have both purely virtual components and real components
represented alonside each other in the virtual world. Allow-
ing for the representation of real components in the virtual
world enables us to incorporate into the environment objects
such as stools and chairs that can make inhabiting the vir-
tual space more comfortable and thus permit more sustained
attention. Real objects can also provide physical aids, such
as a worktable, that a designer can rest arms and hands upon
to support fine motor movement such as that required when
working on designs at a small scale. A secondary reason for
placing real objects within the DesignStation is to improve
the quality of the designer’s experience of the space by mak-
ing at least some of the commonly encountered objects in
the virtual space physically present.

Of course, during use the designer will want to create ob-
jects while moving freely throughout the tracked space as
well as while residing at the DesignStation.

In a traditional architecture environment, conceptual work
in progress is presented in both process and result, in model
and sketches, so that the designer, and others referred to in
architectural education as "critics", can evaluate the progress
of the design and reflect on options. A second purpose of
the DesignStation is to support presentation and critique of a

Figure 6: A table and chair in the physical environment.

Figure 7: A table and chair in one possible virtual design
environment, in this case the interior court of our Architec-
ture building. The courtyard environment is modeled by a
large image placed vertically in the background.

design while in process. To support this process the environ-
ment provides the ability to take "snapshots" and "videos"
of important aspects of a design as seen through the HMD.
The images/videos are saved and added to other images on
the DesignStation surfaces.
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Figure 8: A closeup view of the DesignStation in the virtual
design environment, in which images, videos, sketches and
other material relevant to the design task are visually acces-
sible on two flanking displayboards.

Figure 9: An extreme closeup view of the desktop, upon
which a plan view of the contextual environment for the de-
sign task has been laid out.

7. Scaling and Simultaneous Multiple Scales

While creating and experiencing a design at full scale is an
expected goal for an immersive design system, it is not usu-
ally the best sole environment for architectural design be-
cause it is often necessary to understand and develop the
design at multiple scales. Our virtual design environment
supports simultaneous multiscale viewing so that conceptual
models can be designed and observed at any scale, typically
ranging from the scale of an architectural model - a foot or
two across - up to actual size.

Simultaneous multiple scales are supported so that a
project can be designed, for example, at a relatively small

Figure 10: A series of images demonstrating of the use of
multiple scales in the context of designing a display system
for the interior courtyard of the Architecture building. In-
teractive design can take place either at the desk or out in
space.

scale while simultaneously being inhabited or observed at
full scale, or visa versa, with modifications made to the
model at one scale appearing simultaneously at the other. For
example, one may want to model an entry way at full scale
while simultaneously being able to view the design at a scale
that allows understanding the relationship of the entry way
to the whole house and the surrounding site. In future re-
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Figure 11: In this image, the model has been scaled to fit in
place on the building plan laid out on the desk.

search we intend to explore the effects of body sense while
designing at different scales and the perceptual advantages
of working at multiple scales simultaneously.

8. Future Work

We have several developments presently underway that we
expect to incorporate into our system in the near future:

1) We are working on implementing a browser3 within
the space in order to allow access to standard html docu-
ments, either locally or over the web. We would like to en-
able images/videos/documents/library objects/environments
to be drag/dropped directly from the browser into the model.
A browser could also permit access to a variety of JAVA ap-
plications, such as simple paint programs and analysis tools,
that could be useful in supporting a rich design environment.

2) We presently have a standalone "Virtual Graffiti"
sketching tool for drawing on surfaces within a virtual envi-
ronment using tracker output. We intend to make that draw-
ing tool available within the virtual design environment to-
gether with the ability to export the resulting images.

3) Images and videos brought into the environment are
presently not supported in stereo. Future development will
allow for stereo pair images and videos to be placed within
the environment. This will include stereo images of the
"snapshots" created within the environment and images used
to create the overall environment. We anticipate the possibil-
ity of creating "virtual holograms", constructed from mul-
tiple superimposed images selectively viewed in a position
dependent manner.

4) Presently all images and videos come into the virtual
environment through the spinning drum provided with the
kiosk. We will be adding a "DesignStation" folder for im-
ages and videos to be placed directly into the DesignStation,
where they can be further arranged by the designer.

Our overall goal is to develop a virtual environment that
empowers designers. We intend to refine our system by ob-
serving how design is done in the existing virtual design en-
vironment and developing new approaches to meet perceived
needs. To this end we will be making the system and the
space available both to a number of different architectural
design studios in the professional architectural graduate pro-
gram at the University of Minnesota and for use in selected
design projects undertaken by local architecture and interior
design firms. Design sessions will be videotaped and the de-
sign process critiqued together with the designer.

Although our virtual design environment is being devel-
oped with the specific needs of architectural conceptual de-
sign in mind, we anticipate that this kind of environment
could find wider use as well. It could be alternatively thought
of as a working environment for the spatial manipulation and
creation of images, with the necessary supporting geometric
tools. We hope that our future research will involve a wider
variety of faculty and researchers who would like to "design"
spatially distributed information spaces.
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